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THE PROJECT:

THE PROJECT

The two individuals, one involve with the high-end garment boutique and other one
providing consultancy in the field of Architecture, decided to build a low rise building
on a 615 square yard plot area with chamfered edge on Southern side. Three years
back, they decided to own a plot where a building can stand out sufficing their need
and desire.

THE SITE:

The 615 square yard plot demands a low rise building that would eventually
accommodate dreams of two entities; two totally diverse functions – a high- end
garments boutique for females (1st and 2nd floor) and an office for an architect (3rd,
4th and 5th floor). As realised, a boutique would flaunt the beautiful creations that
would require plenty of blank display walls, adequate change rooms, an artificially lit
environment and support activities. An architect’s office would require abundance of
daylight, lots of storage, floor plate that can be organised into design studios,
meeting rooms, adequate pin boards and many other functions.
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An architect’s office would require abundance of daylight and view, lots of storage
and a floor plate that can be organised into design studios, meeting rooms and many
other functions .

A boutique would flaunt the beautiful creations that would require plenty of blank
display walls and an artificially lighting and controlled environment, with a
huge window display to draw attention.

SAMANVAY: The harmony in coming together of two diverse entities



Building conceptualised to accommodate dreams of two entities with diverse 
functions to create a harmonious whole!
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So the first challenge was to functionally resolve and architecturally express the co-
existence of these two programs. As evident in the final design, the boutique floors
were made with blank walls of concrete and copper. The further emphasise the
difference in nature of the activities, the boutique floors express wooden textured
form finished concrete, where as the office floors express plywood finish form
finished concrete.
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The office floors have strip windows to allow abundant light. The further emphasise
difference in nature of activities, office floors express plywood finish form finished
concrete. The starting point was designing of the service block at the rear that took
care of the vertical circulations, pantry and toilets, thereby freeing the remaining
floor plate of any such obligation, yielding a clear usable floor area without any
obstructions. The next challenge was fitting the 5 floor building into building height of
16.5 m by the authority, leading complex structure with post tensioned inverted
beam unleashing floor with flat ceiling and clear height of 2.7 m.



01. SAMANVAY The exteriors



01. SAMANVAY  The exteriors



FIRST FLOOR- ‘THE BOUTIQUE’ THIRD FLOOR- ‘OFFICE DINING + RECREATION 
AND THE BOUTIQUE’

SECOND FLOOR- ‘THE BOUTIQUE’
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FIFTH FLOOR- ‘OFFICE: WORKING STUDIOS’FOURTH FLOOR- ‘OFFICE: PUBLIC FLOOR’ TERRACE- ‘THE BOARD ROOM'
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Dig deep into history, and the lesson clearly learnt from Mohen-jo-daro and other civilisations is that any city speaks volumes about the society values. Unfortunately, today we are put up in a
society that worships superficiality and promotes mediocracy. The strange proportion's, serpentine cracks, distasteful gaudy colour schemes and meaningless orientations of the buildings
around the site epitomise and validate this unfortunate reality of our times. So, with a degree of sincerity, we decided to distort this reality. Each of the three office floors is divided into three
horizontal strips; the lower and the upper one being in glass and the middle one in form finished concrete. Each of these nine horizontal strips is constructed in a random zig-zag pattern with
none of them being identical. The six glass strips, being green reflective glasses, capture and reflect the surroundings in bits and pieces forming an interesting visual collage of the ‘ugly’
elements of the buildings around the site.

02. PRATIBIMBA  

PRATIBIMBA: The reflection of today’s non- coherent and superfluous urbanity



03. CHARITRA

What should a building housing architect’s own office look like? This became a very
pertinent question. After a series of debates and hot discussions in our studio, we
concluded that it should express what we stand for. The value of material and spiritual
honesty runs through the DNA of our office and hence if was logical to conclude to
construct this building using unplaster concrete, and natural materials. The Concrete
walls, Concrete floor and Concrete ceiling, this left no room for errors and
procrastination of decisions. Reflective glass was a logical choice for openings and mild
steel, stone and wood was chosen for furniture.

CHARITRA: The self- evident character flaunting honesty in materiality as well 
as spirit



FORM FINISHED 
CONCRETE

COPPER GLASSKADAPPA STONE

03. CHARITRA   Material palette

PINE WOOD



1. Adequate Storage: The horizontal concrete strip running on

each floor provides storage all along the office periphery

without taking away any space from the floor plate. The

shutters are made in mild steel adding up to the

functionality of magnetic pin-up boards all around.

2. Abundant Light: The penetration of light is much more if

drawn from the higher level compared to the conventional

ones. This principle has been applied ensuring that artificial

lights are not needed in most of the spaces from morning to

evening.

3. Flexible Services: Behind the storage in the horizontal

concrete strips, the entire network or electrical lines, data

cabling, and AC piping is organised such that they can get

into the partitions touching the periphery and reach any part

of the office. The flooring and the ceiling do not carry any

pipes or conduits except for the few required for lighting,

ensuring flexibility for future changes.

03. CHARITRA



03. CHARITRA   Abundant daylight and adequate storage



03. CHARITRA  Abundant daylight and flexible services



03. CHARITRA  Abundant daylight



03. CHARITRA  Materiality
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04.TATHYA 

Green is the most fashionable colour these days! In a race of making unsustainable and
burdening ‘Green’ buildings, we decided to explore real shades of green that made
sense. Construction is the biggest industry in the world and nothing is harming the earth
more than the tremendous waste it produces and the process of its disposal. We set a
goal for ourselves to make this building a zero-wastage building. This means we would
order only stuff that would either leave no wastage or we would be able to use up the
wastage. Further, adequate care was taken in selection of pumps, elevators (machine
room less) and AC (invertor based) so as to make the building energy efficient.

TATHYA: The journey of doing right and genuine acts for mother earth



In an exposed concrete building, the biggest wastage is the shuttering
and scaffolding materials. The shuttering plywood pieces were
consumed in creating the storages in the peripheral concrete strips,
where as the pine wood strips became lining for all the internal
partitions.

Non-toxic water based PU was sprayed over the wooden partitions
and MS storage doors for weather protection. Tins painted in vibrant
colours are mail boxes of team members.

The unusable pieces of reinforcement steel

were welded into an artistic mesh to become

the staircase railing.

04. TATHYA



The bamboos from the scaffolding, cleaned
and tied together all along the terrace
periphery to create a parapet, privacy
screen from the surrounding buildings and
also shading device for the terrace. The
stone waste used on the seating created all
along the terrace periphery.

While the office was being constructed, a huge palm tree fell at
another site. The palm tree was neatly chopped and arranged so as to
become an outdoor dining furniture set for ten persons on the terrace.

A conference room was constructed in the terrace using stone
pasted over the metal framework. Rest of the space was developed
as a terrace garden works well in keeping the floor below cool and
slashing down the power bills. The fabricated roof of the
conference room is lined with cement sheet strips primarily
brought for protecting the finished furniture works.

04. TATHYA 
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As we started looking for light fixtures appropriate to the character of the office, we had a very specific requirement. The light fixture should be such that it throws light all around and does
not cast its own shadow. The idea was to highlight the wood imprinted textured concrete ceiling and fill up the space with light. We quickly concluded that there was no such fixture which
would meet our requirement and decided to design it our self. Usually, as designers, we try to keep the plumbing and electrical lines away from each other. In a lighter vein, we decided to let
light flow through the plumbing lines. The A class GI pipes along with its entire repertoire of elbows, couplers and tee junctions became our construction blocks for design of lights. An entire
family of ceiling and wall lights to meet each type of lighting requirement was designed and becomes a very important part of the ambience.

05. PRAKASHA

PRAKASHA: The light of knowledge vis a vis the knowledge of light



05. PRAKASHA  The light family



05. PRAKASHA The light fixture



06. VISMAYA

Ideas are an amazing phenomenon, they can’t be generated at will. At times you are able
to capture them, at times they just slip away. During the entire process of designing and
constructing this project, ideas just flowed from so many individuals from my team.
However, these are the ones which transcends the basic functionality of a design and
makes the project full of surprises and drama. Of the many such ideas consciously or
unconsciously executed in the office, few have been sampled here.

VISMAYA: The assimilation of the elements of surprise and admiration



Conventional door closer demands high maintenance which led us to the creation of a
door closer that works on gravity assuring life time guarantee. It works with a counter
weight connected to the door shutter through pulley and wire rope.

06. VISMAYA  The door closer



The 4th floor is the public floor of the office and houses just the five meeting rooms,
administration area and the personal design studio for the principal architects. A sixth
meeting place is generated by creation of this sculpturous meeting table primarily
intended for short meetings which is done by standing around this table.

06. VISMAYA  On-toes table



This art installation in the entrance foyer of the building consists of carefully balanced
colourful birds made of stainless steel, which sway with the wind and create a wonderful
dynamism enlivening the space

06. VISMAYA  The bird mobile
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